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Abstract-Gcwd qualIt> 2-l) and 3-L) SCIWIIC reBect~on d,lta Irom the 1 Imor Sea arc used to dctcrmmc the threc- 
d~mens~mal gcomctr>. displaccmcnt pattern:. and dcvcl~q~mcnt ot Intcrwctlns conjugate normal taulta. These 
data are supplemented hy dab from previous phwcal modclling stud~cs. Conjugate <ttucturcs, which comprise 
two intersecting oppowd-dlpplng normal faults 6r fault \c‘t\. term \\ nchr~mously on a gcolowal tlmc acalc and 
dewlop due to the incldcntal intcrsectlon ot the tault\. b actor< wh1i.h affect hoth the farma;ion and imaging of 
thcw structure\ lncludc: the tault denalt) the spatial cll<trlhutlrm ~,f opposed-dIppIng faults. the xismic 
resolution and the vcrtlcal cxtcnt of the imaged fault data I.argc conlugate structurt‘s prow from vnaller ones; 
larger conjugates arc assoclatcd with more numerow dnd Iargcr faults than small structure On the vzalc of the 
seismic data (fault throw range from C‘I 1%431K~ m). \vnchlonous tault movcmcnts are accommodated by a 
reduction of dlsplaccmcnts on dwretc tnult surface\ to\\ards the lault intcrscction zone. and a corre\pondmg 
increase in ductile strain of this region High strains 111 the \olumc prowlmal t<> the fault interwctlon zone are 
expressed a\ thinning ot \tratlgraphic units hetwcen the conlugatc taults. and arc hclieved to he accommodated 

hy numerws small subselamlc fault5 lntersectlon ot two oppowd-dIppin? fault\ does not prcvcnt their 
continued \~nchr~mous mo\cmcnt and dots not rewlt II! mcchanlcai loc.klng ot the sytcm. 

INTRODl!CTION 

Normal fault systems often show intcrsectlng. opposcd- 
dipping faults or fault arrays, or conjugates (Fig. 1 ). 
These structures, also referred to as ‘hourglass struc- 
tures’ (Patti110 19X7, Woods 198X), occur on a range of 
scales, from regional seismic to outcrop. and in a variety 
of tectonic settings (e.g. Badley 1985. Pattillo lYX7. 
Woods 1988. Wormald 198X. Pattilo & Nicholls IYYO. 
Zhao & Johnson 1991. Odonne & Massonnat IYY?. 
Woods 1992. Meier 19Y3). The mutually cross-cutting 
faults or fault sets in common with other conjugate shear 
structures, are believed to accommodate a pure shear 
bulk deformation, with slip on the opposed-dipping 
faults being either (i) sequential (Freund 197-I. Ramsa! 
& Huber 1987) or (ii) synchronous (Horsfield 1980). In 
this context. synchronous events are those occurring 
within time intervals which may he up to I Ma or greater. 
One of the problems in some previous interpretations ot 
conjugates has been the implicit assumption that rock 
volumes between faults are rigid blocks. undergoing 
only translations, whereas it is now more widcl\ 
accepted that inter-fault volumes generally undergo 
ductile strains. where ductile is a scale-dependent term. 
Such strain may be of especial significance adjacent to 
the intersection zones of conjugate structures, and will 
be reflected in the observed distributions of displacc- 
ments on the constituent faults (Barnett t’f (11. 1987). 
Analysis of the fault displacement variations and of the 
relative timing of movcmcnt on conjugate faults ma! 
therefore assist in discriminating between the sequential 
and synchronous models in respect of individual struc- 
tures, and in understanding their origin. 

To address these problems WC have analyzed conju- 
gate normal faults in seismic reflection data 4cts from 

the southeast edge of the Cartier Trough in the Timor 
Sea (Fig. 2 inset). Here. conjugate structures are com- 
mon (Pattillo lYX7, Woods 1988, Wormald 1988. Pat- 
tillo K: Nicholls 1090. Woods lY92), and the mutual 
footwall\ (i.e. horsts) of the structures have been 
identified (e.g. Woods lYY2) as potential hydrocarbon 
traps. In this region of the Timor Sea. normal faults 
formed malnlq during the Plio-Pleistocene (Patti110 & 
Nicholls IYYO. Woods 1992) and accommodate exten- 
Gon associated with subduction of the Australian conti- 
nent beneath the Banda Arc (Laws & Kraus 1974). 
Contemporary horizontal extension is NNW-SSE and 
perpendicular to faulting (Hillis 1991. Mildren et al. in 
press): thih together with the mainly sub-horizontal 
nature of conjugate-fault intersections suggests that 
faulting i\ normal dip-slip. 2-D and 3-D seismic data 
provide no evidence for the presence of transverse 
structures. 

Our structural analysis concentrates on seismic data 
from a bvcll imaged Cenozoic sequence (ca 1 .S-3.5 km 
thick) M hi& is dominated h\, shelf carbonates (Pattillo & 
Nicholls IYYO). and thickens northwestwards towards 
the Cartier Trough. In the upper parts of the sequence, 
faulting and sedimentation wcrc synchronous, thus pro- 
viding useful constraints on the timing of faulting. Many 
of the larger Cenozoic faults can be seen to have origi- 
nated hy reactivation and upward propagation of Late 
Jmassic not-ma1 faults in a poorly imaged sequence 
undcrl! ing the regional Early Cretaceous unconformity. 

Attention has been concentrated on good quality 2-D 
seismic data for ;I 30 x 30 km area containing more than 
50 conjugate structures. The data set comprises a rectan- 
gular at-ra! of seismic lines (32 dip-lines and 11 strike- 
lines with 0.5-I km dip-line spacing): up to 25 horizons, 
and thc%ir associated faults. have been interpreted on 
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each line. Dip-lines trend at ca 65’ to the faults lvhich 

decreases the true fault dips by ca 5%10’!4, and increases 

heave values by ca IO”&. Fault throws vary only by up to 

3% due to the obliquity of dip-lines to fault dip and arc 

therefore used in our analysis of displacements: throws 

on the imaged faults range from ca 10 to 300 m. Since 

several of the conjugates art: seen on more than one 

seismic line, the dataset provides three-dimensional 

control on the geometries and displacements ot the 

structures; this three-dimensional control represents an 

advance on the essentially two-dimensional nature 01 

previous studies (e.g. Horsfield 10X0, Woods IYXX. 

Zhao Cy: Johnson IYYI. Woods IYY?). and has provided 

some new perspectives on the geometries and kinema- 

tics of conjugate faults. These seismic data are supple- 

mented by two additional Timor Sea 3-D seismic data 

sets and 1~~ previously publish4 results of physical 

modelling (Horsfield IYXO, Woods IYtlX). The nalural 

and model conjugates together provide a basis for a new 

interpretation of the formation and svnchronous move- 

ment on intersecting conjugate faults. 

The purpose of this paper is to provide insight into two 

key questions regarding the development of sonjugatc 

faults. ( I ) How do conjugate structures form? (2) Hou 

can two intersecting fault sets move at the same time’? 

Although the conclusions are derived mainly from \eis-- 

mically resolvable structures developed over geological 

time scales. many of the ideas may have general appli- 

cation to synchronous-intersecting shear structure‘s 01 

different types and on a wide range of scales. 

GEO41ETR\’ 

Conjugate structures on seismic sections are con- 

posed of faults or fault sets which dip 5!iP70” in opposite 

directions and either cross at or converge towards a 

common intersection point or zone (Fig. 1). Simple 

conjugates comprise only t\vo cross-cutting faults. 

whereas complex conjugates comprise cross-cutting 

fault sets. The structures arc typically ‘X’+hapcd in 

cross-section. but she\\ some asymmetry when dirplacc- 

ments arc larger on one fault than the other. Fault 

intersections occur at any level within the C‘eno/oic 

sequence and intersection lines of individual coniugatcs 

are generally sub-horizontal, although a few have a 

pronounced (i25”). but variable, plunge and clearly cut 

across stratigraphy. In such cases, the conjugate geonl- 

etry can also be seen on appropriate horizon maps. 

typically as a horst passing laterally along strike into a 

grabcn (Woods I YXX), On cross-sections. indi\.idual 

faults often cannot be traced across the intersection 

zones of conjugate structures elthcr bccausc of the style 

and complexity of faultin g ()I- because of the poorc’l- 

seismic resolution in these zones (Fig. I). In manv such 

examples a significant bend in a fault trace would bc 

required to maintain continuity of a fault across the 

intersection zone. Individual conjugate structures within 

the Cenozoic scquencc are up to 10 km long (i.e. on ;I 

striht‘ section) and 1 km wide (dip section) with vertical 

extents of as much as h-7 km. 

SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF CONJUGATE 
FAULTS 

Figure 2 shows two distinct ENE-striking fault sets 

with opposite dips. Most of the larger faults dip to the 

south-southeast. No fault extends across the entire 

ntappcd area. and the iault map is dominated by short 

(s 5 km) fault traces (Fig. 2). The average line density of 

fault traces with throws *--3O m is 0.41 faults/km but on 

smaller scales the density varies considerably, with high 

values particularly in the southcast of the map area. 

Fault traces often overlap in cn Cchelon fashion forming 

either synthetic or antithetic overlaps (Morley ef al. 

IYYO). and the trace lengths of the two faults forming an 

antithetic overlap arc commonly different. 

Figure 3 gives the positions of conjugate structures 

(,V = 80) seen on individual seismic cross-sections. 

Although most frequent where fault density is highest. 

the cclnjugates arc widely distributed. Individual conju- 

gate structures arc most often identiticd on only one or 

two Gamic lines (i.e. thc,y are not laterally persistent). 

The fault map shows that ca X0’%, of all conjugates are 

nL,ar to ;I tip-point of at least one of the conjugate- 

forming fault tl-aces. and of these ca 60% occur between 

the overlapping tip regions of the two constituent faults. 

Serial sections of a complex conjugate, seen as an 

antithetic overlap on the map (Fig. 3). show a progress- 

I\ L‘ change in symmetry along the length of the structure 

(Fig. 4). - 

WC have discriminated between conjugates in terms 

ol size. complexity and \ymmctry in order to character- 

isc better the relationships bctwecn their geometriesand 

locations. Conjugates have been classified as either large 

OI small structure\ according to whether or not they 

cstend over a stratigraphic interval greater than the 

average thickness of the fault4 Cenozoic sequence (ca 

I .S km). At the resolution of the fault map (Fig. 3) small 

coniugates occur almost exclusively either in the over- 

lapping tip regions of the constituent faults where the 

o\-crlap is idcntiticd on only one seismic line, or on small 

fault\ which arc thcmscl\es seen only on a single seismic 

Ilne. In contrast, large conju gates arc commonly far 

t’l,om the tip-points of both constituent faults, individual 

htructurcs intersect at least two seismic lines and their 

principal faults extend downwards bctow the Early Cre- 

taceous unconformity. In the ca5(: of the widest and 

Iongcst (ca 10 km) conjugate structure within the map 

area. the principal faults arc extensions of much larger 

displacement Jurassic faults and formed by reactivation 

ot the earlier structures. The difference in overlap 

lengths between small conJugntes and those large conju- 

gate\ which do not connect with basement structures, 

suggests that small conjugates can grow into larger 

conjugates as the lateral overlap of the constituent faults 

lncreascs with fault growth. Conjugate complexity in- 

c‘rcascs with size with ca YO’%~ of simple conjugate struc- 
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The distinction twt\\ccn \> mrnctr~c and as!,mmetric 

conjugates is based on whcthcl- or not displaccmcnts at 

one horizon are equal earl the oppowd l;lult\ OI- tault wt4: 

each type is present in ahout cqu;rl prc)lx)r-tlon\. ,-\\\n- 

metric conjugates can IIC‘C‘III- tither clo4~~ to the tii?-point\ 

or clrw to the ct’ntrc’\ ot fault tr-;~cc\. four 01 the SIX 

conjugates occurring on t\rc> or- more wi\nlic lines \hou ;I 

change in symmetr\s along strike‘. The>< changes rcflcct 

lateral variations iti the dipparallcl dimcn\ion\ of the 

fault trace\ and in the throb\. on thcni (FIN. 5) 

Evidence concerning th< Intcl.aztlonr hct\\ec.n thL% 

opposed-dipping faults which lot-m ionlug;ltc\ and their 

relative timing. is likeI> to he prewr\cd III the patternsol’ 

displacement \,ar-i;ition on t hc tault \urf;icc\. Fault 

throws within the McII-imagt‘d (‘c.nc)/c)ic \cqucnc~ wcrc 

recorded as two-\\;I\ tra\c‘l time% ( I‘\+“I‘) diffcr.cnce> 

het\\,t‘en i’ootx.Al and hangingwall cutoffs (1 ms TWT = 

I -1 m) I hc TWTidistancc relationship is not strictly 

linear l~cc~tusc of the velocity variations, but variations 

art within t5% giving an acceptable precision for analy- 

YS of dl\placerncnt variation. Detailed displacement 

,rnalvsis ha\ been confined to faults in the upper part of 

the t.aulted quencc where the quality of the seismic 

tlata is highest: ccmscquently most of the data presented 

;Irc iron1 the gaben rather than the underlying horsts. 

Man\ t)t the smaller faults have maximum throws 

v, Ithin the (‘cno~oic scqucnce. whcrc;ls faults rooted in 

I.ate .Iut ;IWC structures have throws which decrease 

upkvards within the Cenozoic sequence. Both types of 

dt\placemc~nt variation are illustrated by a fault which is 

,111 cntirc.1) Late Cenozoic structure along part of its 

length (f IF. 6. left). but elsewhere is rooted in a reacti- 

vatcd I.;II~ .lurassic fault (Fig. 6, right). On many faults. 

i)ff\C3s <It 4vn-faulting units towards the top of the 

( ‘CIIOLOIL ~c~~ucnctz show rapid upward decreases which 

.II-c ;I r-etlection of stratigraphic growth in the hanging- 

\\:rll unit\. Man\ ofthc faultswhollywithin the Cenozoic 

\cquencc shon throw variations which are similar to 

thtw shcwn 111 Fig. h (left), whereas conjugate fault 

rr-accx arc Ggniticantly different with displacements dc- 

L.rcasing to\\ards their intersection Lanes. 
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Fig. I Simplitied vcr\~on ot lault map shown in Fig. 2 wth fault tl-aces shown m ccntre-lint format. Only faults associated 
with conjugate \tructurcx arc \ho\rn. togcthcr tilth Io<ations of conjugates identified on individual seismic cross-sections 
(xc hey for detail\). Conjugate\ rtrc reprcacnted elthcr ‘I\ horsts OI- a\ prabcns. according to the depths of their intersection 

Ilnc\ rclativc to the depth ot the m,tppcd horizon. Location of Figs. I, 4, 5 and 8 arc also shown. 

Displacement pro~ilrs from the conjugate intersection point or zone. The 
distances plotted are normalized with respect to the 

Throw variations. as seen on cross-sections. on both distance between the intersection point and the upper 
simple and complex conjugate structures are shown as tip-point on the fault trace. For faults which extend 
normalized throw profiles (Fig. 7j, in which throws on upwards into the syn-faulting sequence, notional tip- 
principal fault(s) arc plotted as a function of distance point positions were calculated from the displacement 

a) b) c> 

[ 
400ms 

500m 
I 1 

Fig. 1. Cross-scctlon\ (‘I-C) Illuwating the along-\tril\c change III geometry of a conjugate structure between the 
overlsppmg tqx of three taults (xc Fig. 3 tor locatmn). Vertical and horizontal scales arc approximately equal. 
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Fig. 5. C‘rc>~~c~~on\ (WY I-rg i tar locatIon) Illustrating the along-stroke changes in geometry of a conJugatc, from (a) 
oppo~ctl-drpping fault\ which do not lntcrvxt. to(h) an asymmetric conJugatc, to(c) a complex symmetrical conjugate. The 
conjugate structure I\ only symmetrical on one section (c). mid-way along its Icngth. Note thickening of hangingwall 
xquencca assoclatcd with fault\ whrch intersect horizons I--i (stippled interval in sections b & c) indicating synchronous 

movcmcnt on thcsc fault\ Mutual offvzt of opposed fault xts across the rntcrscction zone in section (c) also indicates 
sychronou\ movement. Vertical and horrzontal scales arc approximately equal 

[ 

250ms 500m 
1 I 

I-ig. h. Strlkc-prc,)~ctlorr \howlng x~rrlat~m\ m throw on a t.rult \urfacc Interpreted from a Ttmor Sea 3-D seismic data set 
(50 hm Ruth ot the fault map circa). 1‘~) halves of the fault arc qaratetl b\ a vertical region of low throw5 which marks the 
positron ot a branch-llnc (xtlppled) to a tault splay whrch \trlkc\ iit ca 30” IO the fault. To the left of the branch-lint the 

maxrmum drsplaccment and most ot the tault surface arc wlthrn the CUKIZWC qucncc. To the right of the branch-line the 
fault \urtacc cxtcnd~ bc!ond the Iowcr llmlt of the diagram tnto the Permo-Triassic sequence; this segment of the fault was 

Initially tcnmcd dur ~ng the I-‘itc Jura\src and rcactlvatcd and propagated upwards during the Late (‘enozolc. 

gradient in that part of the pre-faulting sequence lying 
above the point of maximum thrcjw on the fault trace. 
Aggregate throw protiles for conjugate arrays (e.g. Figs. 
SC and 8a) were derived by summing throwx on the 
several faults in an array along a normal to the fault 
traces. as opposed to summing along an horizon. The 
throw data analyzed arc from symmetrical conjugates 
only and represent the best ca 75% of the total potential 
data. 

Simplr cotzjugrrtrs. Small taults which arc not con- 
poncnts of conjugate structures have maximum dis- 
placements close to the m&points of their traces on 

cross-sections. Throw profiles for fault traces which are 
components of simple conjugates are characteristically 
skewed towards their intersection points (particularly 
Figs. 7a, b & d), i.e. with maximum throws closer to the 
intersection points than to the upper tip-points. These 
faults often show a marked decrease in throw values 
close to intersection points, and on many faults displace- 
ment tends to zero at the intersection point. Throw 
gradients between points of maximum throw and inter- 
section points (0.1-0.3 m rn-‘) are consequently up to 2- 
3 times higher than those between points of maximum 
displacement and upper tip-points (O.OS4.15 m m-l). 
Displacement profiles for conjugate faults generated in a 
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phlslcal model (Horsfield IWO. Fig. 7b) have gram- 
etrie\ similar in many respects to those of the Timor Sea 
structure\. The modelled faults have displacements 
which decrease both towards the conjugate intersec- 
tion\. as with their natural counterparts. and towards the 
cdgcs ot the sandbox due to the model boundary effects. 
.Although most obvious in the early stages of model fault 
development. throw decreaxcs towards conjugate inter- 
\cction\ are characteristic of the incremental displace- 
ments ;lt all stages of growth. Decreasing throws towards 
coniugatc intersections arc ;I positive indication that the 
inter-fault volumes in both natural and model systems 
have undcrgonc signiticant ductile strain (see Strain 

IIrrf~ section). 

C’OU~,II/~.\- c.onjug~ctes. Figure 8( 13) shows aggregate 
displacement protiles for a large complex conjugate (see 
Fig. .? for location) composed of 20 faults (Fig. 8a). 
Displacement profiles for the individual fault traces on 
the right-hand side of the conjugate, labelled l-6, have 
been hummed to product an aggregate profile (Fig. Xh). 
Although these faults often do not individually show the 
asymmetry typical for faults in simple conjugates (Figs. 
7a CC: h). their aggregate profile is very similar to profiles 
of individual faults in simple cc)n,jugates. The highly 
ordered form of the aggregate profiles and their simi- 



larity to protiles of single faults 111 simple conjugates 

testify to a high degree of geometric and kinematic order 

in this complex conjugate. Kinematic coherence in nor- 

mal fault arrays in the North Sea is believed to have 

required a high degree of overlap bct\vecn the time 

intervals during which individual faults were active 

(Walsh & Watterson IYY I ). A similar conclusion for the 

Timor Sea fault arrays is supported by their relationshIps 

with syn-faulting stratigraphic units (see 7’;nlirrg of 

Firulting section). 

Since the displacement pr~~tile data (Fig. 7) arc dc- 

rived from both simple and complex con,jugatc faults ot 

varying dimensions and maximum displacements. from 

both seismically imaged structures (Figs. ia. c C! cl) .~nci 

sandbox model faults (Horsticld IYXO. Fig. 7h). it ~‘a11 be 

concluded that the characteristic protile is independent 

of scale. This observation suggests that throughout 

growth of an individual fault. :ind of the conjugate 

structure of which it is a part. the displacement protilc 

maintains a similar form. Persistence of ;I skcweci dis- 

placement profile throughout growth of ;I l’ault rcqu1rcs 

progressive migration of the maximum displacement 

along the fault tract away l’rom the intersection point. 

The skewed profile could arise from progressive changes 

in the proportions of slip accommodated by the seism- 

tally imaged fault zone on the one hand, and b\ ductile 

- deformation on the other (set next section). 

Displacement variations on fault traces parallel to the 

slip direction are accommodated hv volumetric strains in 

the rock volume surrounding the fault (Harnett ct trl. 

lY87). On cross-sections of normal faults these VOILI- 

metric strains are expressed as positive or negative lineal- 

strains adjacent and parallel to the fault traces. Higher 

displacement gradients require higher strains. and the 

maximum strain is expected in the hangingwall of a 

normal fault because more ot the displacement on ;I 

normal fault is ;iccommod~itcd hv hangingwall subsi- 

dence than by footwall uplift ((iihson ot rrl. IYXY. King of 

al. lY8Y). The strains can hc asscssect I,\ quantitying 

thickness changes of individual str-atly;lph& units across 

a fault by calculation of ;I iycn47h 01’ str;iin indcs. 2s 

follows: 

where HW and /3$” arc the thlchncss 01 ;I stl.;ltigl.;tphic 

unit in the hangingwall and tootwall ot ;I tault. I-cqcct- 

ively. In a pre-faulting sequence this index is an indirect 

measure of strain, whereas in ;I ~~~taulting qucncc it 

is a function of both the strain and of the relative rates ot 

sedimentation and faulting. (irowth-strain indices f~-OITI 

two Timor Sea data sets. including the maln study arca. 

and from a physical model of conjugate t;lults (Woods 

lY88) have been plotted (Fig. Y) as ;I function of the 

vertical distance from the intcrscction /enc. ‘I‘he I-t’sult- 

ing curves have three distinct \c’gmcnts. (i) Uear the 

intersection the growth-strain Indices arc‘ ncptlcc. rndi- 

c-;ltlng rc~Iatl\.c thinning of the hangingwall units. Indices 

.lpproach /<‘ro with increasing distance from the inter- 

section l)olnt. (ii) The central portion of the plot is 

i~haracterisetl bv low, generally negative, indices. (iii) 

t ligh poGti\c iridiccs correspond to those parts of fault 

traces which arc in the syn-faulting sequence. 

yl’hc data indicate up to 3(~-30”!4 thinning in hanging- 

\+aII sc~~w1icc4 between fault traces near conjugate 

Intcrsectlon IOI~C\ (Fig. Y); within the limits imposed by 

t hc Iresolution of the seismic data. thinning occurs uni- 

tormly ;lc‘ross the mutual hangingwall of the conjugate 

\tructurc. Thinning directly reflects the high displace- 

ment gradtcnts in these regions. Sandbox experiments 

( Horsficlcl IYXO, Woods IYXX) accommodate conjugate 

lorrnation t~v horizontal extension at the fault intersec- 

tion with no signilicant diffcrcnce between pre- and 

I”)st-dct(rrrrlational cross-sectional areas. However, 

(Monne ,\: Massonnat ( lYY3) record high vertical short- 

C’IIIII~ str-aIns associated with both model conjugate 

taults in p;iI-alfin wax and conjugate faults in a Creta- 

ccot~\ Fl\sch outcrop. from which they conclude that 

~olunic loss t,\, pressure solution can occur to accommo- 

,latc mo\t’ment on the faults. It is evident that the 

ycomctrlc‘al c~msequcnce ofdisplacemcnts which reduce 

towards the Intersection points to conJugates, at which 

displacements may be LCI-o. could be accommodated 

clthcr 111 horircjntal extension or by volume loss. Which 

,)t these ,iltern;itives applies in ii particular case must 

Jcpcnd ma1111\ on the material properties and on the 

r,ltc 01 t,lult &owth. and possibly on the scale. As the 

( ‘enoLoic s~~juence in those parts of the Timor Sea from 

LI hlch OIII- data derive: is dominated by shelf carbonates, 

~~~Iunic loss b\. pressure solution cannot be discounted. 

Inspectlori -01. cross-sections of simple conjugates 

shows th;rt the intersection point of the principal faults 

Iormtng OIW side of a conjugate does not coincide with 

tllc intrl.scctlon of the principal faults forming the other 

SI&. ‘I’hc horlLontal distance between the two intersec- 

!IOII points IS the intersection width (Fig. 1) which, 

.I‘r\umin,g oriylnLdl!, straight hounding faults. provides an 

tlldlrect nlcasurc of ductile strain within the intersection 
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done. Figure IO shows that intersection width gene]-ally 
increases with the maximum extension, which is 
measured for the horizon most cxtendcd b> seismically 
imaged faults across the conjugate. For individual con.@- 
gates the increase in intersection width equates approxi- 
mately with a decrease in the throw accommodated by 
seismically imaged fault\ in and adjacent to intersection 
zones. 

Complex conjugates consist of numerous individual 
faults and the relationship between the number of faults 
and the extension associated with individual structures 
has been cxamincd. ‘I hc maximum fault-related exten- 
sion (%) is plotted against the total number of sei\m- 
tally imaged faults above the intersection zone for 26 
conjugate structures (Fig. I I ). For simple conjugates 
consisting of onlv two faults. extension estimates range 
from ca 2 to h’!C1. As the number of faults increases. 
measured extensions incrca4e to about 15% in an 

approximately linear fashion (Fig. I I). These data are 

consistent with the progressive growth of a conjugate 
structure. as reflected by increasing extension. being 
complemented by increases in fault numbers and in 
complexity. Although similar changes occur in the 
model conjugates described by both Horsfield (1980) 
and Woods (1988). model structures with geometries 
comparable to those of the natural structures show 
extensions 23 times greater than those associated with 
their natural counterparts. 

TIMING OF FAULTING 

Two types of data can be used to investigate the 
relative timing of movement on opposed-dipping conju- 
gate faults in the Timor Sea data sets: (i) stratigraphic 
evidence from syn-faulting sequences and (ii) geom- 
etries of cross-cutting faults. Our main concern is to 
establish whether fault movements on opposed-dipping 
faults or fault sets are synchronous or are sequential. If 
faults dipping in one direction arc consistently offset by, 
and therefore older than, opposed-dipping faults. then 
no geometric or kinematic problem arises. By contrast. 
synchronous movement on cross-cutting conjugate 
faults presents significant problems concerning compati- 
bility of geometries and strains in the vicinity of the 
intersection zone. 

The geometry of the conjugates provides indirect 
evidence for the timing of faulting. In many cases (e.g. 
Fig. I) the cross-cutting faults mutually offset each 
other. indicating synchronous fault movements; an 
intersection width would not exist if movement on the 
bounding faults were sequential. Since most seismically 
resolved conjugate structures in the Timor Sea data sets 
extend upwards into the mainly Plio-Pleistocene 
(Woods lYY2) syn-faulting sequence. stratigraphic evi- 
dence also is available for the timing of fault movements. 
Time resolution is no better than the intervals corre- 
sponding to deposition of the seismically resolved strati- 
graphic units (100-300 m thick), deposited over time 
intervals averaging ca I Ma. Within individual conjugate 
structures all faults appear to have remained active until 
approximately the same time. as indicated by the similar 
stratigraphic level within the syn-faulting sequence of 
their upper tip-points (see Figs. 5 and Xa). Stratigraphic 
growth of syn-faulting hangingwall units is associated 
with all Caults, but is more subdued for small displace- 
ment faults than for larger displacement faults. Differ- 
cnccs in times of initiation of faults within an individual 
conjugate structure have not been detected on the basis 
of differences in the stratigraphic levels at which 
hangingwall growth first started. However, the failure to 
identify different ages of initiation of individual faults 
must be due to the limited time resolution of the data as 
complex and wider multi-fault conjugates have devel- 
opcd from simpler structures. As the largest faults in a 
conjugate array tend to be the innermost faults. it is 
likely that the increase in numbers of faults which 
accompanies conjugate growth is achieved by growth of 



up\\at-cl pt.opagation of Late .lurassic faults. Two faults 
nucleated within the Cenozoic sequences are likely to 
intersect at laterally propagating tip-lines and faults 
propagating from the Jurassic are likely to intersect by 
updip pt-opagation. In the few cases (N = 16) where the 
tip-litte\ tar isolated fault5 have heen mapped. the fault 
\urtxxx have aspect ratios of about 2: 1. with the long 
dimt‘tt\ton horizontal. I,ater:tl propagation rates are 
t hcrefot-e likely to he about double those: of dip-parallel 
pt op‘l>< ’ “,ltion rates. \\hich is likeI\ to increase the inci- 
dence of lateral intersections. 

‘l‘hct-c is ;i basic differencc bctucen intersection by 
i;itcral prcqxifation 2nd intersection by dip-parallel pro- 
pagat~o~t. In the cast oflatct-al propqation, the intersec- 
ttott ortcftnates tq intersection of tip-lines and further 
!I owtlt ot tx)th faults lengthens their intersection line 
which locxllv separates each fault surface into two lobes 
(F-is. 12). lrt the C;IW ot’ intersection by dip-parallel 
prcq~agxtton it is unlikely that both tip-lines will reach a 
pcjtcntial intrrscction point at the same time, and the 
tntttal intersection \vill be hctween a tip-line and some 
point on the fault surface of the opposed-dipping fault. 
In thi4 ~cond cam the propagation ofthe tip-line may be 
~toppcd. ot at least interrupted. hy the surface of the 
c)l’p”sc’cl-clipping fault and ‘7” or ‘1” junctions are likely 
:o oc‘~‘ut. A fut-ther dit‘ferencc hctwern the two cases is 
ttt:rt i\ ttcn intetxction by lateral propagation has 
o~~~~t-r~~d. the intcr\ccting parts of the two faults will 
~;I\,c \tmilar tht-ow\ and trace lengths on the cross- 
xxtic)n\ containing the intersection. In these cases the 
cotijugatc Mill bc syt~imetrical in the early stages and as 
the inter\cction I~tte lengthens the conjugate will remain 
;tppr~~\;tm;ttcIy symmetric;tl at the centre of the overlap 
and M ill be asymmetric towards tht: ends. Conjugates 
interpit2t~cl to have formed in this way are relatively 
4tort \tructut-es. usually not more than 2-1 km long. 
;ilthougti longer ovct-laps 211-c 9 ~~unc‘rallv associated with 
target- displaxmetit houndtng taul;s. Intersections 
tormec I)\. dip-parallel propaqttion are less likely to bc 
\\mmctt-teal hccausc the t\vo faults do not tneet at a 
potnt u hc’rc theit~ displaccmcnts at-c the same. For 
cu:iiiil)l~ the I;it’ge\t co+ gate in the 4tiidy area (see Fig. 
S 1 i\ d~lntinated I>! one of the fault pair. 

I‘hc origin of I imot- Sc;i conjugate structures is 
_.. 

;tltt-ibut‘ 10 incidental intersection of opposed-dipping 
t;lult\ 111 \x hich rhc ditnensions. locations and displace- 
n~ettt pattern\ of the future conjugate-fault pairs wcrc 
unrclat~ti. ‘The conjugates at-t’ not intrinsic structures 
I~~t-ni~d t>h pi-opagation from thctr intersection point. 
l+c~ll~n\~n~ thctr intersection. the geometric dcvelop- 
tttcnt ot each fault ih stron$! infuenced by slip on the 
c)ttter. <II ltxast Lvithin the local volume where they have 
Itttct-\citcd (Fig. 12: see below). A high proportion of 
ttic sut-t2ct24 of the trio intersecting faults is remote from 
ttic int~r4cctioti. particularly when thcv first intersect. 
I hi\ tc‘tture is stgniticunt when the yucstjon ofsynchron- 

oiib mo\ctii2nt is considered. A conjugate structure is 
unltkcl) lo txxotne mcchanic;tlly locked when only stnall 
parf\ ot it\ constituent fault surfxcs are within the 
coniu:g;itc‘ 4tructurc. 
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of the imaged sections, the average vertical extents of 
the faults and in the proportions of opposed-dipping 
faults. In many other North Sea data sets the vertical 
extent of the imaged sections is ~500 m (e.g. Abbotts 
199 I ), and the likelihood of observing an intersection 
of opposed-dipping faults is correspondingly lower. Sig- 
niticant differences between the Timor Sea and North 
Sea data sets are in respect of average fault density, 
seismic resolution and the spatial distribution of 
opposed-dipping faults (Table 1). A further difference 
is in the numbers of distinct acoustic boundaries within 
a given vertical interval: the number of mappable re- 
flections in the Timor Sea data set is unusually high and 
the conjugates structures are correspondingly promi- 
nent. 

Fig. 12. (a) Schematic th ret-dlmensonal diagram showing the gwn- 
ctq of a conjugate developed hetwcen the overlapping lateral tips of 
two elliptical oppowd-dipping faults. The conlugatc structure exist\ 
only in the overlap region and changes from asymmetrIc towards the 
cdgca of the overlap to being approximately symmctrxal towards the 
middle. (h) Shows throw contours on one of the conjugate faults which 
decrcasc close to the conjugate intersection zone (marked h\ a 

The fault density for throws of ~30 m is 60% higher in 
the’rimor Sea data set than in the North Sea example. In 
the Timor Sea faults are therefore more closely spaced 
and more likely to intersect within a given vertical 
interval by a factor of ca 1.6. 

horizontal line). 

Occurreilce of conjugute .strucWrvs 

If conjugate structures are, as we believe, formed by 
the incidental intersection of two opposed-dipping fault 
sets, then they might be expected to occur more com- 
monly in other areas of normal faulting than appears to 
be the case. Using the map (Fig. 2) and making the 
assumption that all adjacent faults with opposed dips will 
intersect. either above or below the mapped horizon. it 
is estimated that conjugates should be four times more 
abundant in this data set than they actually are. There 
are three principal reasons why immediately adjacent 
opposed-dipping faults do not provide conjugate struc- 
tures. (i) One or both faults terminate either up or down 
dip before they intersect. (ii) Opposed-dipping faults 
abut at a ‘T’ or ‘Y’ junction but do not cross-cut. (iii) The 
potential intersection is either above or below the verti- 
cal limits of the seismic data in which faults arc well 
imaged. In spite of these factors. conjugates are still 
relatively common in the study area. 

The vertical seismic resolution for the North Sea data 
set (230 m) is approximately twice that of the Timor 
Sea data set (215 m). which affects both the relative 
numbers of observed faults and the dimensions of the 
fault surfaces in the two data sets. In the North Sea data 
set many faults with maximum throws of <30 m are not 
seismically imaged. while on larger faults (i.e. with a 
maximum throw >30 m) the tip regions with throws 
<30 m may not be represented. The under- 
representation of tip regions with throw <30 m in the 
North Sea data set is confirmed by the higher median 
throws for similar average fault vertical dimensions 
relative to faults in the Timor Sea (Table 1). Although 
conjugate structures do occur in the North Sea data set. - 
their frequency may be underestimated because of 
the poorer seismic resolution. If the seismic resolution 
of the Timor Sea data set were to be degraded to that 
of the North Sea data set we estimate that only ca 50% 
of the currently observed conjugates would be identi- 
tied. 

Another important attribute affecting the numbers of 
conjugates seen in these data sets is the average number 
of consecutive faults with the same dip direction (‘distri- 
bution of opposed-dipping faults’ in Table 1). Fault 
intersection is most likely when this number is unity and 
all pairs of adjacent faults have opposed dips. The data 
in Table 1 show that adjacent faults dipping in opposed 
direction are more common in the Timor Sea data set 
and this difference is directly reflected in the higher 
number of observed conjugates. 

The factors likely to govern the frequency of conju- 
gate structures include the fault density, the typical 
vertical extent of faults, the relative number and spatial 
distributions of faults in the opposed-dipping sets and 
the vertical extent of the imaged sequence; some of 
these attributes are strongly dependent on the quality 
and resolution of the seismic data. To illustrate the 
relative importance of these factors a comparison has 
been made between the Timor Sea data set and a typical 
North Sea data set with few conjugates (see Table 1). 
Although the North Sea survey area is approximately 
twice that of the Timor Sea survey, only 10 conjugates 
are observed. i.e. an eighth of the Timor Sea conjugates. 
The data sets are similar in respect ot the vertical ranses under which they formed. 

The difference between the two data sets in the 
occurrence of conjugate faults is therefore due not only 
to the limitations of the method of observation. in 
respect of both seismic resolution and the depth interval 
imaged, but also to the spatial distribution of faults. The 
likelihood of conjugate faults being seen in a data set is 
therefore due not only to observational factors but also 
to the spatial systematics of the faults, which may reflect 
fundamental differences in the mechanical conditions 
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KINEMATIC MODEL FOK CONJ~iGA’I‘E 
INTERSECTION ZONES 

The distinction between sequential and synchronou\ 

movement on intersecting t‘aults \ets is important hc- 

cause it has a bearing on wider qucsticms concerning 

pure vs simple shear strain of the cruht. non-plane strain 

crustal deformation by faultin p and the polarization of 

fault systems. For example. would the existence of tv+o 

intersecting fault sets lead to 311 effective strain hardcn- 

ing of crust because of each fault \ct locking the cjther’.’ II 

so, how would a general strain he accommodatcd’l 

WE follow Worsfield (19X0) in arguing that sequential 

movement of opposed-dipping fault\ or fault bet>. i.e 

with displacement on one fault completed before move- 

ment on the other begins, cannot gi1.e ri\r to conjugate 

structures of the type we have dc\crihcd. Where wyucn- 
tial movement on two or more fault scats has recurred the 

chronologic sequence should he himpIe trj dctcrmlnc 

given adequate data (e.g. Zhao B Johns<\n 1YYl ) and no 

special geometric or kinematic problem arises. Sugge\- 

tions that conjugate relationshipx arc neccssarill SC- 

quential (e.g. Freund 197-1. Jackson c;C r\lcl(enzic 1%~. 

Ramsay & Huber IYX7) appear to be IUQXI on the 

assumption that synchronou< mo\t‘mcnt on intcrsccting 

faults is not possible. even though the teaslhilitv ot 

synchronous movement OJI other types of opposcd- 

dipping intersecting shear rtructures. e.g. kmk-band\ 

(Anderson 1974) and shear ban& (Platt & Visser\ 

IYXO). appears to be accepted without question. 

Although the time rcsolutlon olthe Timor SC;I \ci\mic 

data is poor relative to the likcl!, interval\ hetwecn 

individual slip event’; on a fault it I\ good relative to thc~ 

active lifetime of a fault. Movements c\n intersecting 

pairs of faults. or fault arra!‘s. o\crlappcd to an extent 

which justifies conjugate pairs being de\crihcd a4 

synchronous. On the time scale of indi\~itlual 4ip events. 

movement on the conjugate pair> ma\ well ha\.c been 

alternating and a compatible gcornetr! \vhich could 

result from a small number of alternating 4lip c’\‘cnt\ i4 

shown in Fig. 13(b). Within the intcr\ection Lone. which 

widens with each slip event. the cumulative displacc- 

ment is distributed between several indlvtdual blip \ur- 

facts rather than concentrated on a single surface. with .I 

new slip surface generated for each slop c\,ent. F;rch ne\+ 

ylip SUI-~;IC~ connects the two principal fault lobes, above 

and heio~\~ the intersection zone, to form a single non- 

planar slip surface for each slip event. Although slip can 

take place on a non-planar surface, the radius of curva- 

ture of the bends in the slip surface is a limiting factor. 

To retnaln within this limit, each new slip surface inter- 

sects the principal lobes of the faults at points progress- 

ively more distal from the original intersection. This 

progrc\sivc change has two effects. The first is to in- 

crease the vertical thickness of the ductile intersection 

~JW. I‘hc second effect is the bypassing of the proximal 

part\ ot the principal fault lobes so that these parts 

bccomc inactive and the points of maximum displace- 

ment I>ecotne progressively more distal from the origjnal 

intersection. These changes are seen on seismic sections 

ax dccrcascs in the displacement on the principal fault 

surfaces towards the intersection zones. In practice, the 

attregate displacement does not decrease towards the cc 
intersection but progressively smaller proportions are 

accommodated on the seismically imaged main fault 

4urCaces arid progessively greater amounts are accom- 

modated OJI dispersed slip surfaces and seen as ductile 

strain The contrast between those parts of a fault where 

4ip i\ concentrated on a single surface. or within a 

discrctc f:tult zone, and those where the slip surfaces are 

dispersed Icads to an observed ctructure as shown in Fig. 

13(c). :\s each fault may have grown in some thousands 

c\f slip increments it is unlikely that the regular geom- 

etric\ of the type shown in Fig. l.?(b) will be maintained. 

but the intersection zone will be characterized by a 

c~~rnplcx network of intersecting slip surfaces. each 

~tccot-ntnodating a small amount of slip. Marker surfaces 

passing through the intersection zone will be displaced 

by numerous small opposed-dipping faults and will not 

\how vertical offsets on seismic sections. on which they 

will ;Ippe;ir to he extended horizontally and thinned 

vcrtlcally When it is recalled that the two discrete lobes 

of a fault on either side of an intersection zone often 

rcprehcnt only a small proportion of the whole fault 

\urfacc. and that these lobes are connected primarily 

through their continuity with that part of the fault 

\urfacc lying beyond the conjugate structure. there is no 

mechanical requirement for them to be connected 

through the intersection zone by a single slip surface 

c’\cn during a Gngle slip increment. 
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0 fault tip 

b) 

An interpretation of this type \ervcs to emphasize that 

the concept of ‘brittle’ dchrm~rtion with rigid blocks 

translated along faults is. at best. valid only for the 

microscopic scale. With any method of observation 

which does not image the smallest faults. the effect of 

faultx below the limit of resolution of the observation 

method will be seen as ductile strain of the material 

bet\vecn the imaged faults. Processes other than faulting 

(e.g. pressure solution) may also contribute to ductile 

deformation, but appear not to bc essential in the 

formation of synchronous intersecting conjugate I’aults. 

I‘hc confirmation that intersecting faults can move 

synchronously without mechanically locking the system 

rcmovc4 an): doubt that an appropriate range of fault 

orientations can accommodate a general deformation of 

the crust (Kechcs 197X), although it is possible that 

temporary mechanical locking can occur locally when 

faults intcrscct at a tip-line/fault surface junction as 

opposed to a tip-line/tip-line junction. 

The Incidental and random formation of the conjugate 

structures in the Timol- Sea emphasizes that conjugate 

structures 31-c not a requircmcnt for pure shear defor- 

mation of the crust. as this can be accommodated by two 

or mot-c fault sets even \\+~cn, on the scale of obser- 

vation. they arc not seen to intcrscct. On the other hand. 

uherc evidence from svn-faulting sedimentation is not 

a\,ailablc. the euihtcnce ot a conjugate of the type de- 

scribed would demonstrate the synchroncity of the inter- 

accting fault sets. 

Other types of conjugate shear structures. such as 

ductile \hcar zones and kink-bands. are likely to have 

origin\ similar to those of conJugatc faults in so far as 

they arise by, incidental intersections of initially indepen- 

dent structures. C’onjugatc extensional shear bands 

(Platt & Visscrs 19X0) and other conjugate structures 

related to boudinage. may bc different in so far as they 

nuclcatc within ;I particular la!,cr and may initiate as 

primary conjugate structures accommodating necking. 

‘l‘he complex 7imor Sea con,jugates represent large scale 

necking phencmcna with geometries in many respects 

clo~l!. comparable with true necking, e.g. the layer 

coinciding with the \yrnrnctt-\i plane is not offset but is 

unilormly stretched and Iay,cr\ farthest from the sym- 

mctr) plant arc the most ottset. 

What appears on a seismic talc as ;I ductile conjugate 

fault intersection zone i\ likcty to appear on core or 

outcrop scale as ;i zone of numerous intersecting and 

mutuall!~ oIlsetting slip surface> with a rclatively small 
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displacement on each (Fig. 13b). Heavily faulted zones 

of this type are expected to bc prcferrc>d sites for hvdro- 

thermal alteration and mineralization. Although WC 

know of no outcrops which have been spccitically identl- 

fied as representing fault intersection zones on a scale 

comparable with the Timor Sea con.jugatcs, we expect 

such outcrops to occur. 

The mutual footwall (i.e. horsts) of conJugate normal 

faults provide structural clo\~~rc\ m,hich ha\v been rrcog- 

nized as potential hydrocarbon traps (c,g. Woods 1997). 

Two principal gcomctrics may result in trap formation. 

Firstly, lateral variations in fault displacement. and 

hence footwall uplift. will result in the de\clopment ot ;I 

pericline or saddle in the conjugate horst. Due to the 

displacement partitioning and the dominance (11 

hangingwall subsidence these culminations will be 

smaller in amplitude than their complementary \w- 

clines in the conjugate graben. SecondI!. \\,hcl-e the 

conjugate faults differ in strike. and their line of intcrqec- 

tion therefore is not horizontal. and where the dip 

direction of the stratigraphic units is opposed to the 

plunge direction of the conjugate intcrxection. there will 

be a potential trap in the host block. if the faults are 

sealing. Roth type of conjugate tl-ap ma\’ hc small in 

horizontal dimension (s.2:3 hm) and latirally discon- 

tinuous. Such structures will be seismically mappable 

only where the seismic data arc of sufficient qualit\ 
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(1) Conjugate structures cornpi-isc two normal faults 

or fault sets which meet along a common intersection 

line and have an ‘X’ shape in cross-st‘ction. 

(2) Conjugate structures form due to the incidental 

intersection of opposed-dippin, (1 faults. Factors L$ hich 

affect the development and subscqucnt observation of 

these structures include: the fault dcnxity, the spatial 

distribution of opposed-dipping faults. the seismic resol- 

ution and the \,crtical extent of the imaged fault data. 

(3) Large conjugates grou from small structures: 

larger conjugates arc associated with moi-c numerous 

and larger faults than small sti-ucturcs. 

(4) Many of the faults within a gi\,en conjugate struc- 

ture are active synchronousl!, on ;I y<~loycal time scale. 

(5) Svnchronous mo\‘cmcnts on intersecting 

opposed-dipping faults can be ac‘coirlmod~rtcd bv rc- 

duction of displaccmcnta on dlscretc fault \~~rfaces 

towards the fault intcrscction /enc. and :I corresponding 

increase in the ductile strain. I he ductile strain is 

effected by sub-seismic faults. High strains occur in the 

volume proximal to the fault intersectIon and produce 

thinning and extension of the str-atigraphic units bc- 

twcen the conjugate faults. 
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